Alleviation effects of magnesium on copper toxicity and accumulation in grapevine roots evaluated with biotic ligand models.
Copper toxicity and accumulation in plants are affected by physicochemical characteristics of soil solutions such as the concentrations of coexistent cations (e.g., Ca(2+), Mg(2+), K(+), Na(+), and H(+)). The biotic ligand model (BLM) approach has been proposed to predict metal phyto-toxicity and -accumulation by taking into account the effects of coexistent cations, given the assumption of the partition equilibrium of metal ions between soil solution and solid phase. The alleviation effects of Mg on Cu toxicity and accumulation in grapevine roots were the main concerns in this study and were investigated by using a hydroponic experiment of grapevine cuttings. The BLM approach, which incorporated competition of Mg(2+) with Cu(2+) to occupy the biotic ligands on root surfaces, was developed to predict Cu rhizotoxicity and accumulation by grapevine roots. In the results, the effective activity of Cu, {Cu (2+)}, resulting in a 50 % reduction of root elongation (EA (50)), linearly increased with increments of Mg activity, {Mg (2+)}. In addition, the Cu concentration in root, Cu ( root ), was retarded by an increase of {Mg (2+)}. The linear model was significantly fitted to the relationship between {Cu (2+)}/Cu ( root ) and {Mg (2+)}. According to the concept of BLM, the present results revealed that the amelioration effects of Mg on Cu toxicity and accumulation in roots could arise from competition between Mg(2+) and Cu(2+) on the binding sites (i.e., the biotic ligands). Then, the developed Cu-BLMs incorporating the Mg(2+) competition effectiveness were validated provide accurate predictions of Cu toxicity and accumulation in grapevine roots. To our knowledge this is the first report of the successful development of BLMs for a woody plant. This BLM approach shows promise of being widely applicable for various terrestrial plants.